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**Abstract**

This chapter synthesizes our current knowledge on the ecological genetics of the model legume *Medicago truncatula*. After a short introduction to the life cycle of the species, we describe the mating system of *M. truncatula* and how selfing rates in nature can be inferred both by progeny testing and population surveys. We then review what is currently known on the distribution of genetic diversity within and among populations focusing first on the diversity that can be assessed using *a priori* neutral makers (allozyme and SSR). We then consider genetic variation for quantitative traits and discuss whether *Medicago truncatula* exhibits a so-called “ecotypic” differentiation. Last we discuss how genomic tools and the availability of sequence information may help shed additional light on the evolutionary forces behind evolution and adaptation in *Medicago truncatula*. 
1 Introduction

*Medicago truncatula* GAERTN is an annual species which is strongly selfing in nature. It is described as an “omni-Mediterranean” species (Lesins and Lesins 1979). *Medicago truncatula* has also become naturalized in other regions of the world following European migrations (see chapter “Origin and distribution of *Medicago truncatula* world wide” for details about its geographic distribution). It is an opportunistic plant mainly found in open areas and has typically ephemeral populations. *M. truncatula* has been split into three subspecies mainly on the basis of pod characteristics: ssp *truncatula*, ssp *tricycla* and ssp *longeaculata* (see also Chapter “Evolutionary relationships between *M. truncatula* and other legumes and phylogeny of the genus *Medicago*”). Previous molecular analyses demonstrated that individuals from the subspecies *tricycla* are genetically differentiated from the two other subspecies (Baquerizo-Audiot, et al. 2001, Ellwood, et al. 2006).

In Australia, *M. truncatula*, among other annual *Medicago* species, is used as a forage crop and soil improver. This has motivated a number of research programs aimed at collecting and characterizing numerous natural populations but primarily in an agronomic context. About 10-15 years ago *Medicago truncatula* was also recognized as a potentially interesting model species for ecological genetics and in particular to study the distribution of genetic diversity at a very fine spatial scale in an annual selfing plant. In many ways, the ecology of *M. truncatula* is similar to that of the mouse ear cress (*Arabidopsis thaliana*). Both species are annual and highly selfing and exhibit a colonizing habit although *M. truncatula* does not have a geographical range as wide as *A. thaliana*. In that respect it will be illuminating to compare patterns of genetic and phenotypic variation in both species. Finally the choice of *truncatula* as a model legume to dissect the molecular mechanisms enabling the partnership with nitrogen fixing bacteria makes *M. truncatula* a species of choice for our evolutionary understanding of plant nitrogen fixing bacteria symbiosis.

2 The mating system of *Medicago truncatula*

*M. truncatula* is considered to be an autogamous (selfing) species. It bears small inflorescences, racemes, bearing 1 to 5 yellow flowers that are 5-8 mm long. Flowers contain 10 ovules and only open after the aut pollen has fertilized the ovules. Residual outcrossing is however possible after the flower opens. *M. truncatula* flowers possess a so called “tripping mechanism”, a floral characteristic shared by the whole *Medicago* genus (Lesins and Lesins 1979).

Various studies report estimates of the selfing rate of *Medicago truncatula* through the use of molecular markers. Self-fertilization is expected to greatly increase levels of homozygosity within genomes. Codominant molecular markers such as allozymes or microsatellites can be used to quantify the level of individual homozygosity within populations. Homozygosity at a locus is quantified through the parameter $F_{IS}$ and can be simply estimated as $F_{IS} = 1 - H_{obs}/H_{exp}$, were $H_{obs}$ is the observed frequency of heterozygous individuals at that locus and $H_{exp} = 1 - \Sigma p_i^2$ is the level of heterozygosity expected under random mating at a locus with $k$ alleles in frequency $p_1$, $p_2$, ..., $p_k$ (see for instance Hartl and Clark 1989). Under the assumption that increased homozygosity levels are due to selfing at a rate $s$, the value of the parameter $F_{IS}$ is expected to equilibrate at $F_{IS} = s/(2-s)$ regardless of the effective population or the mutational model of the molecular marker considered (Rousset 1996). This property can in turn be used to estimate
selfing rates from $F_{IS}$ under the assumption that no within population subdivision creates extra inbreeding.

Figure 1 displays the distribution of selfing rates estimated from mean $F_{IS}$ values in a set of 77 populations using allozyme data (JM Prosperi unpublished data). The distribution of estimated selfing rate is heavily skewed towards high rates of selfing. Selfing rates range from $s = 0.65$ to $s = 1$ with a mean selfing rate of $s = 0.965$. Selfing rates were also reported in the range of 97.6–99.3% for 192 accessions originating from the SARDI collection (Ellwood, et al. 2006), although the actual procedure used to estimate selfing rates is not clear (a single individual was genotyped per accession).

A detailed study focusing on a single population (Aude, France) and analyzing three subpopulations separately also reported very high selfing rates: $s = 0.95$, 0.97 and 0.97 (Bonnin, et al. 2001). Ultimately robust unbiased estimates of the selfing rate realized over a single generation can be obtained by genotyping of maternal progenies collected in the wild (Ritland 2002). One such study using microsatellites to genotype a large set of maternal plants and progenies, collected as pods still attached to the mother plant, within one population (Salses, France) confirms that selfing rates are indeed potentially very high in natural populations of *Medicago truncatula* ($s = 0.97$, Ronfort unpublished data). The distribution of selfing rates reported in Figure 1 suggests that a few populations may have selfing rates of 65 to 70%. Null alleles at marker loci or hidden population substructure within population would create extra homozygosity and thus cannot account for these relatively low selfing rates. Although these selfing rates are indirect estimates and may be also due to the sampling variance associated with the estimation of the $F_{IS}$ parameter, some populations may indeed experience intermediate levels of outcrossing. The causes of such variation in selfing rates are currently unknown.

3 Distribution of genetic variation in *Medicago truncatula*

3.1 Within population polymorphism

Levels of genetic variation within populations of *Medicago truncatula* are highly variable. This is illustrated by a large survey of allozyme polymorphism (Figure 2). Distribution of within population variation among populations, quantified through estimates of the scaled effective size, $\theta = 4N_e \mu$, where $N_e$ is the effective population size and $\mu$ the mutation rate of the marker used, is very “L shaped”. Although the distribution of $\theta$ values does not provide estimates of effective size per se, the ratio of $\theta$ estimates in two populations is akin to the ratio of effective population size (assuming that rates of mutations are conserved across populations for a marker locus). This suggests that realized scaled effective size can vary widely from population to population. This finding is being confirmed by recent studies that monitor temporal variation in allelic frequency, thereby providing direct estimates of the realized effective size over a short time interval within a single population (Siol et al submitted). Numerous populations exhibit little diversity if any, the whole population being dominated by a single homozygous genotypes. Other populations display much higher levels of diversity and comprise numerous multilocus genotypes often dominated by 2 or more multilocus genotypes. This finding was confirmed when studying a sample of 200 individual from 4 populations located in Southern France either using RAPD and microsatellite

---

1 These scaled effective size estimates assume that each population is at mutation drift equilibrium.
markers (Bonnin, et al. 1996, Bonnin, et al. 2001) When looking closely at the composition of multi locus genotypes in a single population, the genetic makeup of the rarer multilocus genotypes can often be interpreted as the results of rare outcrossing events involving the most frequent multilocus genotypes followed by subsequent selfing and segregation of the F1 hybrids (Bonnin, et al. 2001) – Ronfort unpublished results.

In essence variation at the population level is best viewed as a set of recombinant inbred lines produced in natura. Rare outcrossing events are therefore instrumental in shaping within population diversity and these combined with some migration from neighboring populations (see below) may explain the sometimes spectacular levels of within population diversity. The “L shaped” distribution of levels of genetic variation within populations in *Medicago truncatula* is a characteristic shared by many annual plants which displays high levels of selfing (Schoen and Brown 1991).

The within population polymorphism may be understood in a broader geographical context possibly at the level of a metapopulation comprising numerous ephemeral populations. Each local population prone to extinction and may loose diversity through genetic drift and/or local selection. But periodic migration and re-colonization events may ensure maintenance of substantial levels of diversity at the whole metapopulation level. A great deal of theoretical models make prediction about levels of genetic diversity maintained depending on the amounts of migration and mode of extinction-recolonization (see (Barton and Whitlock 1997) for a review). Documenting in detail the relative roles of residual outcrossing, migration and dynamics of drift and extinction-recolonization is part of an ongoing effort to understand the mechanisms maintaining diversity in natural population of *Medicago truncatula*.

### 3.2 Population structure in *Medicago truncatula*

Population structure can be studied at various scales in both space and time. In this section we focus on the distribution of genetic diversity at various spatial scales ranging from within population structure to the existence of a broad genetic structure found at the whole species level. So far no studies have looked at seed bank dynamics and their impact on genetic diversity in that species.

Analysis of within population structure reveals that strong population subdivision can be found even within population between transects separated by only 10-50 meters (Bonnin, et al. 1996). Within a single sub population isolation by distance can also sometimes be found with significant spatial autocorrelation found among individuals located up to 7 meters apart (Bonnin et al., 2001).

At the regional level, differentiation between populations separated by about 200km as measured by the parameter $F_{ST}$ (Weir and Cockerham 1984) can be substantial ($F_{ST}$=0.51 CI 0.36-0.61). But note that levels of differentiation among sub populations within a single population can be as large as that found among populations. Pairwise genetic differentiation between populations can be sometimes correlate with geographic distance between population (Bonnin, et al. 1996) but no relationship between pairwise genetic differentiation and geographic distance was found among 9 Algerian populations ranging in distance from 15 to 700 km (JMP unpublished data).

When examining patterns of genetic diversity at a much broader geographic scale, that of the whole species range, a relatively clear but rather weak stratification emerges. We recently investigated the patterns population structure in a collection of 346 inbred lines sampled all
around the Mediterranean Basin and representing the breadth of naturally occurring diversity in *Medicago truncatula* using 13 microsatellite loci (Ronfort, et al. 2006). Using a model-based clustering algorithm (Falush, et al. 2003), we identified four main genetic clusters in the set of genotypes analyzed. We also identified a set of “admixed” individuals that do not fit with this population structure scheme (Figure 3a). This stratification of the various genotypes in 4 groups matches broad geographic regions (Figure 3b) and pairwise $F_{ST}$ values measured *a posteriori* among clusters ranged only from 0.054 to 0.1. Thus the broad scale structure we uncovered although highly statistically significant only accounts for 10% of the whole range of variation found in our sample. This is coherent with the idea that substantial genetic variation and population substructure can still be found within clusters. Our finding is somewhat coherent with a recent study of 192 genotypes spanning the same geographic level and genotyped for 6 microsatellites (Ellwood, et al. 2006).

4 Variation in quantitative traits: Is there ecotypic differentiation in *Medicago truncatula*?

Before discussing heritable variation in quantitative traits and possible ecotypic differentiation in *M. truncatula* it seems worth restating here what ecotype actually means. The term can be traced back to the Swede Göran Turreson (Krebs 2001 and references therein) who in the 1920s was interested in the adaptation of plant to local variations in soil and climate through a species range. The concept of ecotype was then popularized among others by Dobzhansky and Mayr in their contributions to the Neo Darwinian Synthesis.

Ecotypes, also historically referred to as races, are defined genetic entities, members of a population that exhibit a set of (heritable) features signing the adaptation to a particular set of local environmental conditions. In a nutshell the existence of ecotypes within a species requires (i) that the candidate populations or genotypes exhibit heritable differences in morphology, physiology or phenology, (ii) occur in different habitats while still remaining inter-fertile. Last but not least (iii) the genetic differences should be "adaptive" i.e. enhance survival and reproduction in each local habitat. We stress here that this definition implies “much more” than the loose usage of ecotype by a good deal of the *Medicago* community to simply refer to genotypes collected in natural populations, hence “eco”types, instead of artificial mutants obtained in the lab! The selfing nature of *M. truncatula* and the presence of high levels of population structure are *a priori* features that bode well for the development of local adaptation in this species. We review below the empirical evidence currently available.

Various studies of the agronomic characteristics have been conducted on *M. truncatula* and heritable variation for a broad spectrum of penology and reproductive traits have been reported. But these studies only address tangentially the question of the existence of ecotypic differentiation in *M. truncatula*, In particular the adaptive significance of the variation uncovered in these common garden experiments is at best unclear.

One way to document, albeit indirectly, the existence of locally varying selection on a life history trait across some geographic scale is to compare patterns of population structure on that trait to that revealed over the same set of populations through presumably neutral markers. Patterns of population structure for a quantitative trait can be summarized by the parameter $Q_{ST}$. Comparison of population differentiation estimates at molecular markers ($F_{ST}$) and quantitative traits ($Q_{ST}$) gives potentially insight on the type of selection acting on a quantitative trait in nature. In a
nutshell, if the quantitative trait is neutral and its determinism is additive, then theory predicts that \( Q_{ST} = F_{ST} \), while \( Q_{ST} > F_{ST} \) is predicted under directional selection for different local optima, and \( Q_{ST} < F_{ST} \) is predicted under homogenizing selection. Note that a number of statistical caveats arise. For instance departure from additivity in the quantitative trait (for instance through dominance) may complicate the story. The arguments get fairly technical but, in short, \( Q_{ST} > F_{ST} \) can be taken as a good indicator for the presence of selection for different local conditions while \( Q_{ST} < F_{ST} \), could be the result of several factors other than homogenizing selection. (Goudet and Buchi 2006). One study in \textit{M truncatula} compared the \( F_{ST} \) revealed by RAPD markers with the \( Q_{ST} \) measured for 24 quantitative traits related to seedling stage, vegetative growth and reproduction (Bonnin, et al. 1996). They found that overall the two populations (Var and Aude) were more differentiated for quantitative traits than for markers. They also documented wide variation between quantitative traits with respect to \( Q_{ST} \). Interestingly traits a priori are most related to fitness such as pod production or phenology (flowering date) were exhibiting the greatest inter population divergence suggesting that these traits indeed experience locally different selection pressures. The authors could find key heritable differences among populations in the life history of plants (individuals coming from the Aude population grew on average slower, flowered later and produced fewer pods than those sampled in Var); but no obvious ecological variable driving such differences could be identified.

In the future, conducting similar studies over a broader eco-geographic range will be instrumental in documenting rigorously the magnitude of ecotypic differentiation in \textit{M truncatula} and in understanding which environmental factors shape these differences.

5 Perspectives: towards the ecological and evolutionary genomics of \textit{Medicago truncatula}

The sequencing of the gene space of \textit{M. truncatula}, the broad availability of ESTs and the cloning of a growing number of genes involved in a range of biological phenomena opens new research avenues for ecological and evolutionary genetics. This information, combined with QTL mapping by conventional or candidate gene approach, will allow surveying allelic diversity in targeted genomic regions. The analysis of patterns of diversity at loci with known phenotypic effects, instead of anonymous neutral makers, will soon provide a wealth of information on the evolutionary forces shaping variation of a number of ecologically important traits.

To do so, some coordinated efforts are needed within the \textit{Medicago} community to:

- Develop multiple sets of segregating populations, ideally recombinant inbreds. The broad scale stratification we uncovered in populations of \textit{M truncatula} can serve as a basis for choosing genotypes spanning the range of diversity known to date and complementing the sets of RILs already developed.
- Survey patterns of naturally occurring levels of nucleotide diversity in the \textit{Medicago truncatula} genome by systematic re sequencing numerous short fragments (0.5 -2 kb) in a standardized panel of genotypes. Ideally these genotypes should be chosen in order to represent the breadth of currently sampled genetic diversity and if possible to maximize probability of SNP discovery. The first study published to date (De Mita, et al. 2006), surveying nucleotide polymorphism in a 4 kb fragments of the gene NORK (Mt dm12) among 28 genotypes shows levels of nucleotide polymorphism slightly lower but comparable to those found in \textit{A. thaliana} (Nordborg, et al. 2005). This bodes well of the use of naturally occurring nucleotide variation to gain insights into
the demographic and selective forces shaping patterns of polymorphism in *Medicago truncatula*. Such re sequencing will provide a valuable source of SNPs markers for QTL mapping (see Choi, et al. 2004 for a first survey) and comparative genomics.

- Characterize the levels and scale at which linkage disequilibrium (LD) decays in *M. truncatula*. This information will inform us on the physical scale at which LD mapping can be conducted and complement traditional QTL and fine mapping methods (Aranzana, et al. 2005). Ideally LD patterns should be characterized at various physical scales in the genome and in samples representing different levels of population structure (regions, species-wide).
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Figures and legends

![Graph showing distribution of selfing rates within populations of *Medicago truncatula*.](image)

**Figure 1 Distribution of selfing rates within populations of *Medicago truncatula*.**

A large number of populations (n=113) were surveyed by sampling 10-30 individuals per population. These individuals were genotyped for 10 enzymatic loci (J-M Prosperi unpublished results). Selfing rates were estimated using allozyme polymorphism at 10-15 loci (as in Figure 1). Within population polymorphism allowed estimation of the parameter $F_{IS}$ for 77 out of the 113 population surveyed. Selfing rates were estimated from the $F_{IS}$ parameter averaged over loci within each population (see text for details).
A large number of populations (n=113) were surveyed by sampling 10-15 individuals per population. These individuals were genotyped for 10 enzymatic loci (J-M Prosperi unpublished results).

Variation was measured within each population using two estimators of scaled effective size (θ). At each loci and within each population sample, θ is estimated from the number of alleles observed in the sample (θ_k), or from the mean allele heterozygosity in the sample (θ_H), assuming that allozymes follow the so called infinite allele mutation model. Average of θ estimates over 10 loci are reported here.

Figure 2: Distribution of levels of allozyme polymorphism within population.
Figure 3
The stratification of a species-wide sample of 226 genotypes collection into 4 genetic clusters, plotting only accessions well assigned into a group (a), or plotting all the individuals (b). Clusters were inferred solely from the genotypic information brought by 13 microsatellite loci. Source: (Ronfort, et al. 2006)